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Job Details
Reference #

CP-299-2021

Company Name
Industry
Vacancy
Job Type (FT, PT, Contractual, Seasonal)*

Karackterz Talent Acquisition Consultancy
Company Operating Regionally
Full Stack Developer – Property Management
Full time

Major
Years of Experience
Education

BS / MS
3- 6 years
CCE - Software Engineering – Computer
Science
Beirut

Location
Remuneration & Benefits

Part Fresh USD / Part Lollar
Pay 13 months instead of 12
NSSF - Medical Insurance
Long Term: Possibility to relocate to Dubai
Tasks & Responsibilities

- Design and develop web applications.
- Add features and maintain existing web
platforms.
- Analyze system specifications and translate
system requirements to task specifications for
junior programmers.
- Assess, suggest, and drive enhancements
that would improve the stability and usability
of platforms.
- Respond promptly and professionally to bug
reports.
- Maintain the developed websites and web
apps after deployment; including diagnosis
and troubleshooting of bugs and poor
performance.
- Test new programs to ensure that logic and
syntax are correct and that program results are
accurate;
- Document code consistently throughout the
development process by listing a description
of the programs or methods, special
instructions, and any changes made in
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databases on procedural, modular and
database level.
- Make presentations to customer or client
audiences or professional peers.
Requirements
Backend (Advanced experience in one or
more)
- Laravel or Lumen or Flask or Django or
NodeJS or Ruby on Rails
Frontend (Advanced experience in one or
more)
- Angular or AngularJS or Vue.js or React
Native
Databases (Advanced experience in two or
more)
- MariaDB or MySQL or SQL Server or
Postgres SQL
- MongoDB or Kasandra
- Neo4j or GraphDB
- Work using agile methodology
- Have a strong drive for learning and
adapting to new technologies
- Have excellent communication and team
playing skills
- Knowledge of source code management
systems (GIT or SVN).
- Overall knowledge of the computing
environment at large (Linux distributions,
cloud hosting,..).
- Fluent in English
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